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Introduction to BlackRidge  

Cyber defense automation is imperative given bad actors and rogue nations 

continually use more sophisticated techniques to disrupt and steal vital information 

from government agencies and companies. Automation is necessary to manage the 

staggering number of devices and endpoints. Analytics must be integrated with 

direct policy feedback without requiring human intervention or approval for all 

responses.  Cyber-attacks are automated but still under human direction and 

control, and therefore cyber defenses must also be automated to have any chance 

of protecting cyber and digital assets from both the automated attacks and the 

human element behind those attacks. 

Detecting and thwarting attacks and cleaning up the aftermath is a difficult task.  

Most cyber security systems are neither automated nor integrated.  They operate 

as sets of individual tools which may have aspects of automation incorporated into 

them.  For instance, automating the updating of signature catalogs is necessary but 

insufficient, as signature based solutions are reactionary and are unable to detect 

zero day and polymorphic attacks.  An automated cyber defense system must 

provide better protection than this. 

BlackRidge Technology has two key capabilities for the advancement of network 

security and cyber defense. First, to provide security prevention versus detection a 

solution must encompass a scheme that addresses an attack when the network 

session is established. Any time later than that and the attacker will find a 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – BlackRidge First Packet Authentication™ 

vulnerability in the defenses that have been put in place. BlackRidge TAC 

(Transport Access Control) authenticates a network packet at session establishment 
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and therefore only allows legitimate connections to a protected resource such as a 

server, datacenter, a resource connected to a virtual machine or cloud services.  

Cyber attackers don’t see the protected resource since BlackRidge TAC prevents 

responses to un-authenticated requests. In essence the resource is unapproachable 

from anyone who is not authorized to see or access the service. BlackRidge 

accomplishes this by inserting a cryptographic generated token in the session and 

the gateway or virtual gateway at the server or service checks for authentication.  

Figure 2 – A new Layer of Cyber Defense 

The second major capability offered by BlackRidge is a solution that can scale from 

IoT devices to large data centers. BlackRidge augments the TCP/IP software stack 

at the client or IoT device (i.e. the token insertion point) to insert a 

cryptographically secured identity token. At the server or services end of the TCP 

session (i.e. token recognition point) a BlackRidge TAC gateway is inserted between 

the server or service to authenticate every session. The gateway only allows 

authenticated traffic to get through and the server or service responds to the 

TCP/IP traffic normally.  

The gateway operates using simple table lookups instead of performing 

computationally complex calculations, enabling it to scale from a single Ethernet 

connection to large data center connections with the same low, deterministic 

https://www.blackridge.us/products/technologies
https://www.blackridge.us/products/tac-gateways
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latency. The gateway can also redirect traffic for those packets that do not have a 

legitimate token. This allows the administrator to apply forensics to all traffic.  

 

 

Figure 3 – BlackRidge Architectural Components 

A BlackRidge adaptive trust platform can be easily connected to additional 

components to provide a dynamic cyber security solution that easily scales. 

BlackRidge provides APIs to connect to identity management systems, interfaces to 

network analytics engines for real time feedback, and a GUI interface for 

management systems. By adding these other components to the BlackRidge 

platform, a fully automated cyber security architecture can be achieved with near 

real-time response. 

Example Applications 

Beyond the protection of standard client/cloud or client/data center, we illustrate 

two BlackRidge deployment examples. 

The first example is securing IoT devices and the traffic between IoT Sensors and 

Cloud Analytics.  It is well documented that IoT devices have introduced new 

security risks. Most IoT devices must interface to cloud based management and 

analytics engines and therefore support a TCP/IP stack for this communication. 

BlackRidge’s IoT endpoint software is designed to augment a device’s TCP/IP stack 

with very little overhead, providing authentication to the cloud services.  
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The second example is providing authentication and user/peer segmentation to a 

provisioned blockchain. Isolation between clients and peers is vital to the protection 

of users as well as the security of the code that is required for smart contracts. 

Most provisioned blockchains will have to accommodate regulatory oversight and 

with BlackRidge the information can be partitioned such that the regulatory agency 

can be restricted to the information that is necessary for compliance. 

Securing IoT Devices and Traffic between IoT Sensors and 

Cloud Analytics 

Informational components are all about the sensors.  Sensors have a calibration 

that provides information within specific tolerances providing known levels of data 

fidelity.  Sensors may produce different information at different tolerance levels, 

but the receiving analytic system must know what tolerance to apply to each 

reported measurement.  This enables the sensors to provide the necessary input for 

bounded operation.   

From a network perspective, sensors need to operate independent of the underlying 

network topology, reporting the network traffic from their deployment viewpoint.  

At the same time, physical sensors must be physically secured and tamper evident 

to prevent their removal or relocation.  When sensors are deployed on endpoints, 

they must be cryptographically secured to their host, again to prevent removal or 

relocation.  In order for sensors to provide trusted measurements, each sensor 

must have a unique identity that can be easily authenticated.  Identity 

authentication enables analytics systems to discern both missing and inauthentic 

sensors. 

Figure 5 – Securing IoT Devices with BlackRidge  
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Sensors may have some level of internal processing capability.  Intelligent sensors 

may even have local analytical capabilities to enable them to detect complex signals 

and filter them before communicating them to a higher level analytical system.  A 

challenge with deploying intelligent sensors is that they must be designed and 

implemented to ensure that the sensor itself is not providing a new attack surface 

that is vulnerable to compromise.  All sensor data, including data internal to the 

sensor must be protected from attacks. 

Sensor authentication and sensor data must be easily authenticated and sensor 

data should be efficiently collected and securely communicated to the analytics 

system within an expected period of time.  To address scalability of large number of 

sensors, intermediate sensor aggregation points may aggregate and preprocess 

data on the way to the analytics systems.  This is done primarily to limit the volume 

of sensor data that must be ingested directly by the analytics systems.  Most 

sensors have an upper bound limit for reporting determined by the interface 

bandwidth supported by the sensor itself. 

BlackRidge provides a scalable solution for IoT sensors that has very little overhead 

to the existing architecture. 

Securing Provisioned Blockchains 

With the addition of the BlackRidge endpoint software and gateways to blockchain 

peers and consenters, the traffic flow can be protected between clients and outside 

third parties trying to access blockchain resources. 

 

Figure 4 – HyperLedger Next Consensus Architecture 
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The policy engine inside the BlackRidge gateway is able to protect or redirect traffic 

based on the identity of the client. Since each chain code has a unique ID, clients 

can be matched to chain codes for execution of smart contracts. BlackRidge secures 

the establishment of a TCP/IP session, clients will only see their appropriate chain 

code while all the other chain codes hosted on the blockchain will be blind to the 

client. 

The administrator of the blockchain or an analytics engine can provide updates 

which will update the policy engines in all the BlackRidge gateways in the network. 

Most implementations of chain codes are either using a virtual machine or 

containers. By utilizing BlackRidge’s virtual gateway the protection that BlackRidge 

provides moves with the chain code.  

Conclusion 

BlackRidge Technology has been proven to authenticate IoT infrastructure to large 

data centers and cloud services. Two examples that were presented are Provisioned 

Blockchains and IoT sensors communicating to cloud services. The software and 

gateways can be easily installed in existing networks and cloud services. The 

overhead to the traffic flow is minimal and therefore is power efficient, scalable, 

and does not disturb the existing infrastructure already in place. 


